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S T Y L I N G MARGUERITE HARRISON
OF ANDERSON’S
The staircase is a
dramatic focal point in
the centre of the home.
OPPOSITE, TOP LEFT:
Homeowners Nabil
and Monica added
thoughtful details to
their home creating a
truly unique space. TOP
RIGHT: Open space,
glass and accessories
bring the outdoors in.
BOTTOM: With high
ceilings, the great room
is made comfortable
with warm wood and
cosy furnishings.
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Having moved within the Oakville area several
times, the couple found that a typical new
home didn’t quite meet their expectations.
They decided to secure a lot and build a
custom home that would reflect their style
and taste. Nabil says they had their eye on
the Chartwell Road property for a while,
and once The Shops of Oakville South plaza
began construction, they thought it was the
right time to buy. “We fell in love with the
convenience of the location, especially being
adjacent to heritage homes, as well as to the
mature trees,” says Nabil.
The home was designed by Gerardo
Castillo from Keystone Home Designs.
Since they were building a house with modern
architecture next to a heritage home in a
mature area, they wanted to integrate the
warmth of the past with a contemporary look
to create a modern, livable, timeless design.
Castillo drafted the blueprints that took the
couple from inspiration to reality.
The unique space captures immediate
attention once inside. With almost 9,000
square feet over three levels, there’s plenty of
spaces to entice the senses. To the right of the
front door, a small nook is open to the level
below and enclosed with a glass-panelled
railing so the two-storey, natural stone wall
can be seen from above. To the right, a small
private hallway boasts an indoor garden, a
powder room and a home office. The interior
garden is the perfect place for quiet relaxation.
The home office looks out to the front of the
home and is drenched with light from the
floor-to-ceiling windows. Continued on page 26

It’s natural for our decorating style to
evolve over time. For homeowners
Nabil and Monica, the step away
from transitional style gradually
moved them toward a more modern
space that is warm, fresh and current.
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Nabil worked with owner Leo Stabile
of DEL Windows & Doors to customize
the windows and doors throughout. Soaring
window heights of 20 feet and oversize doors
were reinforced with steel for durability. DEL
customized the colour of the glass to achieve
the bronze tint that the couple desired,
and modified its thickness to eliminate
outside noise. From prompt delivery to
coordinating with the on-site trades to ensure
a seamless install, Nabil says Leo exceeded his
expectations from start to finish.
“The home is modern and warm,” says
Monica. The use of space and the natural
surroundings of the property were brought
forward with the innovative design, from
the privacy features to the high ceilings,
natural light and organic elements, like the
interior gardens.
In the main hallway, a magnificent glasspanelled staircase keeps the space airy with
cantilevered open risers. Seven-inch European
white oak hardwood runs throughout and
brightens the space. Nabil credits Luigi
Nesci from Concept Flooring for helping
them achieve a natural, organic feel with the
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design, supply and installation of the flooring
materials throughout. They went the extra
mile to source and special order materials
like imported limestone from Portugal and
porcelana from Italy to achieve the look the
couple desired.
To the right of the hallway, the dining
room is organic and inviting with its view
to the outdside and a rustic dining table
with seating for 10. Unique light fixtures
throughout add to the contemporary vibe.
Distressed cabinetry is a striking feature
in the butler’s pantry off the dining room.
The open-concept great room and kitchen
encapsulates the back of the home. Here,
a cedar-planked ceiling warms the space.
Walnut cabinetry mixed with high-gloss
white PET gives the kitchen a modern but
cosy feel. Clean lines and metal mix with
walnut on the island.
Cameo Kitchens & Fine Cabinetry
provided all the millwork and cabinetry
throughout the home, from the kitchen and
vanities to the walk-in closets, built-ins and
the lower level wine room. With 32 years of
experience, Cameo works with clients from
inception to completion to produce a quality
product that can be enjoyed for years to come.
Nabil says that in addition to their superior
quality and craftsmanship, Cameo also helped
guide them in choosing the materials and
finishes that would complement the modern
yet organic look they were after. Continued on page 28

ABOVE LEFT: The
combination mudroom
and laundry room is
bright and cheerful.
LEFT: Plenty of unique
additions, like the dining
table and island, create a
custom space. ABOVE:
A rustic table is paired
with chic, contemporary
lighting in the dining
room. RIGHT: Amid
plenty of windows, the
indoor garden blossoms.
TOP RIGHT: The
contemporary exterior
mixes clean lines with
plenty of windows.

LOCAL SOURCE GUIDE
B&D Custom Metal Works Inc. • Cameo
Kitchens & Fine Cabinetry • Concept
Flooring • DEL Windows & Doors •
EMCO Corporation • Keystone Home
Designs • Studio V By Design • Tamarack
Lumber Inc.
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www.keystonehomedesigns.com
NEW - ADDITIONS - RENOS - 3D RENDERINGS
Providing unique, functional and beautiful home designs since 2003

L

INFO@KEYSTONEHOMEDESIGNS.COM
905.616.2221
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The quality of what’s behind the walls is just as important as the
beauty of the finishing touches. The foundation was done by Adelino
Rock Concrete Forming Ltd. and the lumber for the home was sourced
from Tamarack Lumber in Burlington.
Wide hallways and plenty of light create a tranquil upper level. A
glassed-in solarium filled with plants can be seen from every vantage
point on the upper level and from the ground floor below. The master
retreat boasts a step up to a platform, where the bed overlooks the
serenity of the landscaping outdoors. A walkout to the balcony reveals
a spa and a putting green. A floating, rosewood, built-in vanity in the
master en suite ties in with the colours found throughout the home, and
the metal-wrapped tub adds a touch of modern flair.
Though one of the favourite rooms in the home is the show-stopping
kitchen, Monica says every corner of the home inspires and reminds
them of the five universal elements: space, air, fire, water and earth.
It’s a place to relax in, wind down in and live in. It’s a Zen paradise
to call home. OH
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CANADIAN MADE CUSTOM WINDOWS & DOORS
WITH AN INDUSTRY-LEADING WARRANTY

EXPERIENCE THE DEL DIFFERENCE
See our windows showcased in
this month’s feature home.

GET STARTED TODAY
TOP LEFT: A metallic tub shines in the en suite. TOP RIGHT: The
beautiful backyard view is easily seen from a raised platform in the
master bedroom. ABOVE: DEL Windows & Doors ensured the window in
the shower was waterproof both inside and out. RIGHT: The lower level
includes a show-stopping wine room and bar area.
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1-877-561-4DEL (4335)
Contact us to book an appointment
with one of our DEL authorized dealers
House of Concepts - Satellite Showroom
251 Speers Rd, Oakville

delwd.ca

